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Observation rally  

21-8-2010 
Trip leaders the Tiffins 
 
The morning started off dark and gloomy – looking though it 
would rain at any minute.  Thankfully the rain stayed away for the 
day.  We had three starters, team Davis (aka Old Farts) team 
Williams (aka Shopping Trolleys), and team Suffield (aka 
Suffields).  Every team was required to follow directions, answer questions, find letters, solve brain busters 
and participate in the scavenger hunt.  
 
We started at the club rooms in Tarra and headed off on the back roads towards the Eldorado dredge.  On 
the way to the dredge team Davis took a wrong turn and a phone call later got back on track.  The Eldorado 
dredge provided a historical perspective of our area, and questions were based on areas around and in the 
dredge. 

 
Post dredge we headed off into the Mt Pilot National Park. Many questions were based 
on photo opportunities including rocks, a saw in a tree (found only by the Suffields), and a 
burnt out tree stump (found only by the Davis team). Mystery letters were also found 
along this road the Suffields and the Williams found all but one of these letters and soon 
worked out that mystery word for the morning was Kosciuszko. Just before lunch at 
kangaroo crossing there was a tree across the road. Because the Tiffins came around the 
other way they did not know about this.  The Suffields could not pass, but could see their 
destination, luckily their call for help was heard and Jason ventured off with 
his trusty chain saw to get rid of the offending object. The ford crossing 
was running quickly due to the recent rains.  At lunch the Suffield and Tiffin 
children (5 boys) had fun playing on an old tree trunk, with plenty of laughs. 

 
The afternoon session saw us head west down Neioffs Road, where a special treat was 
waiting.  Or so we thought, the bag of goodies had been taken by the time teams had driven 
past! They had only been there for an hour at the most. Someone had a treat that afternoon.  
 
We headed off down through a gate, through a property towards Beechworth. Passing by a big pile of tyres, 
luckily there were too many to count. Teams were required to head off pass the correctional centre and up 
Robinsons Track which was not to slippery from the recent rains, then into Beechworth.  From Beechworth 

teams were required to head down Diffey Road where more letters were planted 
(this  time  teams  had  only  found  two  letters  of  the  word)  to  this  day  we  still  can’t  find  
the others. The Suffields happened to be so 
far ahead at this point that they decided to 
stop for a cuppa at friends house.     The 
Williams were the only team to find the 
twisted tree.  The afternoon word which no-
one found was Bogon. (the relationship 

between  the  two  words  were  Australia’s  two  highest  mountains)  The  
day ended back at the Tarra club rooms where the total scores were 
tallied with the Williams team winning the day by 2 points! They get to 
organise the observation rally next year.  Well done. 
 

Team name AM Session PM session Bonus points Grand total 

Davis 46 37 22 105 

Suffield 55 35 21 111 

Williams 51 39 23 113 


